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The romance of an outdoor wedding is undeniable. In any outdoor settingâ€”beach or backyard,

vineyard or mountaintopâ€”the couple has unlimited opportunity to personalize their day and create

unforgettable ambience. The 50 real weddings featured in The Knot Outdoor Weddings were

inspired by twinkling lights and cityscapes, fresh herbs and countryside farmersâ€™ markets, shells

and the sea, mountain peaks and endless vistas. . . . These gorgeous celebrations reveal the keys

to making the most of your settingâ€™s natural beauty, while infusing it with special, meaningful

touches that are all your own.  The Knot Outdoor Weddings also includes location-specific planning

advice for the details of your event, such as attire, color palettes, stationery, menu, and favors, as

well as considerations for perfecting your plan B and keeping guests comfortable in any weather.
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*I received this book for review*The Knot Outdoor Weddings by Carley Roney and the editors of

The Knot is a lovely wedding inspiration book filled with beautiful photographs and helpful tips for

planning an outdoor wedding. The book is a bit pricey  around $30  and I imagine

many brides would probably rather get their inspiration from TheKnot.com than buy the book.

However, it does seem like a good buy for a wedding planner, or anyone who plans to use the book

for repeated events. The book was (nicely) larger than I anticipated; it is composed of 288 pages,

8.3 x 1 x 10.4 inches in height, and weighs a hefty (for a book) 2.7 pounds.The photographs in the

book are gorgeous, showcasing visually stunning venues adorned with magnificent flowers,



centerpieces, and all sorts of decorations. Even if the book had no text, the photos alone give so

many wonderful wedding planning ideas. I really liked how the book featured pictures from real

coupleÃ¢Â€Â™s weddings. The book has great tips for the bride and groomÃ¢Â€Â™s big day!

Like any other female I love looking through and reading new ideas for weddings. Someday I would

love to have an outdoor reception in a garden or something similar. So, I was excited to look

through this book and get more ideas. The things is I was really disappointed. Yes the photos are

beautiful and they go through some different color schemes and stuff. But honestly nothing you

couldn't get by just going on Pinterest. There was no, "OH wow that's different or creative." It was

pretty much basic outdoor wedding stuff and few oh thats neat. Honestly, if you want to get more

ideas for your outdoor wedding I would just recommend looking through this book at a bookstore

and not purchasing it. I received this book for free by the publishers for my honest review.

My granddaughter is planning her fall wedding outside in lower Alabama and broke into tears when

she open the  Prime package this arrived in. Not wanting to do the typical beach wedding, this book

is the perfect guide full of photos and a multitude of creative ideas to help my little princess create

her own outdoor fairy tale wedding.Love you Faith!

In helping my friends with wedding planning, I've seen that there's a lot more time and work going

into the process than you'd think. Many wedding vendors, such as photographers, caterers, and

florists, get booked several months in advance and popular dates get reserved quickly, so planning

a wedding involves coordinating many elements. Having helpful resources is a great thing, and this

may be one you'd like to add to your stack.Written by Carley Roney and the editors of the

well-known wedding website, TheKnot.com, The Knot Outdoor Weddings is a beautiful book

featuring 50 real outdoor weddings in various locations. Elements of each wedding are featured in

gorgeous photography (of course my favorite part), like stationary, flowers, cakes, venues, and

other decorations, providing a wealth of inspiration. It's pretty much pinterest in a book, minus all the

mason jars and burlap. Amidst the featured weddings, there are tips for choosing flowers, venues,

cakes, and other ways to help your wedding meld with your chosen location. The last chapter in the

book offers more in-depth advice, including a timeline checklist to help keep you on track, which I

found particularly interesting as a chronic list-maker. I also especially appreciate that in the very

back of the book, credits for the wedding vendors are included so if you see something you love,

you can learn where to find it.Overall, The Knot Outdoor Weddings is a beautiful book. It would



make a great coffee table book or an engagement gift. However, I must note that the average

person would not have the budget to recreate any of the weddings in this book, but that doesn't

mean you won't draw inspiration from it, and even if you're not planning a wedding, it's still fun to flip

through.**I received a complementary copy of this book from the publisher.**

Beautiful pictures, but there were not as many weddings features as I expected based on it being a

larger format hardback. That and almost all of the featured weddings were a little too fancy; I was

hoping for a wider variety. The photos don't show all of the aspects of the wedding I was looking for.

It makes a nice coffee table book, if you're in the wedding planning phases or are a constant

dreamer.

We are planning an outdoor wedding in March, and this book was going to get my in trouble... in a

good way! So many amazing ideas, I love flipping through this book to get ideas. I highly

recommend this for anyone planning outdoor weddings or looking to get in to the outdoor wedding

business!
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